
Warm-up and get those legs ready for a ready!
Relax those shoulders away from the ears, keep
a little bend in the elbow. Make sure that pedal
stroke stays in a nice circular motion throughout.
Form should never be choppy - no matter what
resistance is on there! Always keep good form
over heavy resistance.

SONG :  HOOKED ON A  FEEL ING

ART IST :  BLUE SUEDE
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First standing climb hill of the workout! Start
with moderate resistance on a hill and get ready
to turn every 30-45 seconds. This song is a little
over 4 and a half minutes, so you may hit the
top of your hill (60 RPM) before the song ends.
Try to hold that if you get to the top of the hill
for as long as you can. Remember to always
take some gear off if you are experiencing pain
in those knees/hips. 

SONG :  MR .  BLUE SKY

ART IST :  WEEZER

Tabata circuit #1 is here: 20 seconds on and 10
seconds to rest. Don't feel like you need to go pedal
to the metal out of the gate. We have a lot more
Tabata fun to go! Hips should never wobble side to
side and there should be no bouncing in the saddle.
If you have a monitor, don't go above 110. on any of
these Moderate resistance. That heart rate may
spike pretty quickly out of the gate, so keep those
deep breaths going. 

SONG :  MACHINEHEAD

ART IST :  BUSH
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SONG :  BORN TH IS  WAY

ART IST :  LADY GAGA
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Tabata: 25 seconds on with 10 seconds to rest.
Same rules apply. You are nice and warmed up
now, so you might be able to do just a little more
resistance. Remember: the goal is to keep that
same footpace through all the Tabatas, even as
those legs get tired. After the 3rd or 4th interval,
see if you can challenge yourself and do a small
turn up on that resistance.
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SONG :  TURN THE PAGE

ART IST :  METALL ICA

Hill time! This time, we're moving between
intervals of standing and seated climb every 30
seconds (start at 80-85 RPM). Turn that resistance
up every time you go to take a seat.  Watch that
you don't add the resistance too quickly, but don't
discredit your strength. When you reach the top of
the hill (60 RPM) stop adding! Make sure to check
in on that form here. As we start to fatigue, those
hips creep forward and that spine gets a little
slump. Always take breaks when you need to reset
your form.

 

SONG :  HARLEM

ART IST :  NEW POL IT ICS
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Back to Tabatas! This time, we're going 30
seconds on, 10 seconds off. See how those little
5 second increases impact that breath with each
round of these!
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SONG :  CAMERAS

ART IST :  MATT  &  K IM

Tired of those hills yet? NEVER! Let's pyramid
this hill! 10 seconds seated, 10 seconds standing,
then 20-20, 30-30... until the song ends! Turn it
up every time you go to that standing climb this
time.
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SONG :  DOGS DAYS ARE OVER

ART IST :  FLORENCE &  THE  MACHINE

Last hill! You've got this! This time, we're going 45
seconds seated, 15 second standing, 30 seconds
seated, 30 second standing, 15 seconds seated,
45 standing, and then reverse back to 30-30, 45-
15. Again, turn that knob when you head out to 3
for that standing climb. Need an extra challenge?
Pick it up on that chorus for 15 seconds.

 

SONG :  SPACE COWBOY

ART IST :  * NSYNC ( FEAT .  LEFT  EYE LOPEZ )
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How are those legs holding up? It's your last
official Tabata!  Can you keep that same amount of
resistance you've had for the others? Take it 40
seconds on, 10 seconds off. Good news -- fewer
intervals. Bad news: more time added!

 

SONG :  LOST  IN  JAPAN ( REMIX )

ART IST :  SHAWN MENDES &  ZEDD
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LAST SONG! Let's do one final burn on those legs
with some sprints in the saddle. Can you keep that
resistance you did for Tabatas? Or go just a little bit
heavier since it's your last song and you've crushed
it? The first one starts at that :45 second mark and
goes for 25 seconds -- nothing you haven't done
already. The second starts at 1:40 and goes
another 25 seconds. The third one is your  final
challenge. Whatever you have left in those legs...
here's where to get it out! It starts at the 2:25
second mark and goes for about 45 seconds. Put
those feet down, feel that burn and embrace it!


